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Summary 

1 Asset allocahon de&mm are a key aspect of pension fund management, given that more than 90% of pension fund 
returns are a functxm of asset aUocatmn. A standard quantitative model for detemuning optimal asset allocahon is 
the effnent-frontier approach. The traditional efficxent-frontier approach entails establishing an asset allocation for 
a predetermmed mvestment permd, durmg whrch the allocation 1s not changed. However, in light of the long period 
of tune over which pernon fund assets are Invested, changes m the structure of penslo” habllltles should not be 
Ignored. Dynzumc models for the investment of pension fund assets, which are currently being debated m Japan, 
take mm conslderatlon the changmg kabihty pouttons of pension funds. The Sundaresan model, wixh IS based on 
several assumpmx~, attempts to apply a dynamic asset allocation approach to ascertam the opttmal aUocation for 
penslo” assets. 

2. Under the Sundaresan-model approach, two poafohos are constructed. One portfolio, called the surplus portfoho, 1s 
an optimally aUocated portfolio for surplus pensron fund assets. Because this portfolio IS not unpacted by liabilities, 
its aUocahon to stocks is determined by the ask tolerance of the fund. The second portfoho, called the hedge 
portfoho, hedges against changes in LabiIitles. This portfolio holds both stocks and bonds to ensure that pensmn 
fund assets do not fall below pension IiabiIites 

3 The Sundaresan model is based on the assumption that wages and stock prices are perfectly positively correlated. 
Because wages and stock prices are not perfectly correlated, there IS no guarantee that portfohos generated using 
the Sundaresan model are optimal In thn report, we present a simulaaon of portfolio performance usmg the 
Sundaresan model based on the assumpbon that wages and stock prices are not perfectly correlated. Our sun&&n 
suggests that portfoho performance based on the Sundaresan model 1s superior to that based on a stabc model, 
even assuming that wages and stock prices are not perfectly correlated. 
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I. Introduction 

Asset aIIocabon decmons are a key aspect of pensmn fund management, gwen that more than 90% of pensmn fund 
returns are a function of asset allocatmn Varlouc methodologes are employed to ascertam appropriate asset aUoca- 
hens A standard quanhtatwe model for determang optunal asset aUocation IS the citiclent-irontler approach The 
uadaonal eifioent-ironher approach entails estabhshmg an asset allocauon for a predetermined mvewnnent period, 
durmg wtuch the aUocation IS not changed. However, m hght of the long period of time over which pensmn fund assets 
are invested, changes in the structure of pensmn IiahlLhes should not be tgnored. 

Dynarmc models for the mvestment of pension fund assets are currendy being debated in Japan. These models enable 
a fund manager to change asset allocation within the predetermmed investment period m an attempt to achleve 
unproved performance. The Sundaresan model, which IS based on the assumption that stock prices and wages are 
periecdy positively correlated, attempts to apply a dynarmc asset &cation approach to ascertam the optial alloca- 
bon for defined-benefit penston plans. The model attempa to hnut the risk assoaated with pension habdibes wh& 
dynamrcaUy adIusting the optimal asset allocabon for pensmn fund assets. 

The Sundaresan model 1s based on the assumption that wages and stock prtces are perfectly poslbvely correlated. 
Because wages and stock prices are not perfectly correlated, there 1s no guarantee that portfohos generated usmg the 

Sundaresan model are optimal. In this report, we present a Monte Carlo simulation of portioho performance ustng 
the Sundaresan model based on the assumption that wages and stock prxes are not perfectly correlated Our sum&- 
don suggests that portfoho performance based on the Sundaresan model 1s superior to that based on a Stahc model, 
even assuming that wages and stock prices are not perfectly correlated. 

In sechon II we &scuss the &fierences between Shlhc and dynamx opbmal asset aUocation models. In section III, we 
examine the Sundaresan model, whiIe in Sechon IV we compare the Sundaresan model wth a conventional model 

using a Monte Carlo sunuhhon 
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II. Dynamic models for investment of pension fund assets 

Dynamic and stabc models are used to calculate opamal asset allocahons. In dus secbon we will dlscuss each of these 
models as well as then merits and demerm 

A stauc model 1s based on mean-variance portfoho theory and IS used to calculate an optunal portfolio allocation for 
a predetermined mvestment period. As shown m Exhlblt II-1 (a), a stahc model does not vary asset allocation during 
the investment hortzon. Markowtz developed a static model m the 1950s and following the introduction of the 
Markowtz model, Sharp and Later introduced CAPM, whch is now wdely used for portfolio management. 

In contrast, dynamic models allow fund managers to change asset allocation over the investment horizon. Exhbit II-1 
(b) and (c) are examples of dynarmc asset allocation models. 

The dynamic models Jlustrated m the exhlbes below arc based on the assumptmn that two asset classes are held, 
namely risk-free assets and risky assets. The Y axis depicts the allocation to r&y assets. As shown, the dynanuc 
models presented have different allocations for n&y assets over tune. Specifically, the opumal amount allocated to 
risky assets according to these models dechnes over txne. 

In general, there are two types of dynanuc models, namely clscrete-hme models, as shown III Exhibit II-1 (b), and 
con~uous-time models, as shown in E&bit II-1 (c). Dacrete-tune models &vide the invesrment time period into 
several tune periods Durmg each period, the optimal asset allocabon remams unchanged. Continuous-time models, 
,n contrast, allow co”MuOus changes to asset aUocation. 

Unlike static models, dynamic models have for the most part not been employed as a portfolio management tool. The 
mam reasons for the lack of use Include difficulties m understandmg the models and calculauon-related problems. 
That sad, various solutions have been put forth for deahng wth the complexmes of dynamic models, resultmg m 
mcreased use. The Sundaresan-model approach we dacuss in this report 1s one example of a dynamic optimal asset 
allocatvm model. 

M-1 Static model (a) versus dynamic mode/s (b and c) 

% 

Jo), iimi ifJy==q 

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

Investment horiion Investment how0n Investment horizon 

2. The impotiance of dynamic models 

Dynamic models take mto consxderation changes m the investment climate, such as changes m expected risk and 
return. Thus, assummg that the key variables that impact the optimal asset aIlocation do not change, the alIocadon 
generated by static and dynamic models wII be the same However, assummg that key variables, such as the mvest- 
merit chmate and the Iiabihty structure of a pensxx~ fund, change, the optimal asset allocation till also change, makmg 
the allocations dertved from static and dynamic models rlfferent. 

As mentioned, stabc models are the standard models used by most practitionen This 1s not a problem as long as the 
allocaoons generated by static models are not svgn&antly d&rent from those generated by dynamic models. How- 
ever, If the difference is large, the allocation generated by a static model may lead to uxorrect xwestment decisions. 
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Dynamic models are espeaally important for managmg pension fund assets Many penslo” funds use a stauc model to 
generate an appropr!ate long-term optimal asset allocation This allocanon 1s subsequently tweaked every year to take 
mto cons,deratlon current changes m the ~“vesmxnt enwronment Although this approach results tn yearly allocauon 
changes, it IS essenually a repetaous unpleme”tabon of a static one-year model Thus, although ths approach ~“cor- 
porates changes ,n key investment variables, such as expected returns, it does not u~orporate longer-term expecta- 
t,o”s I” contrast, a dynarmc model ,“corporates longer-term changes 1” expectahons 

3. PensionfundmanagementryithdyMmic mode-k 

The quesao” IS how to apply a dynamic model to penslo” fund asset/hablhty management Pension fund asset/habihty 
management mvolves the management of pensm” funds from the perspective of both fund assets and penslo” liabd- 
ttes 

One model that incorporates pension hablhtxs centers on surplus funds, whch are pension fund assets mmus re- 
qulred reserves, as show m Extublt 11-2. A healthy pension fund has a pos~~ve surplus, but a pension fund can also 
have a negative surplus d losses are incurred us the management of the fund’s assets or If requxed reserves ~“crease 
owing to a reduction in the assumed rate of return or a “se in the rate of compensation growth. (Exhibit 11.3) Under 
a pension fund assetfhabdzty management model that focuses on surpluses, the key 1s to keep an eye on the level of 
surpluses and maintain a” appropriate level of risk in managi”g pension fund assets so that the pension does not 
become underfunded. 

As mentioned 111 the prewous section, a dynanuc model mvolves adlustzng the optunal asset allocation in response to 
changes in mvesbnent opporh~n~~es. Such a model 1s particularly unportant for managi”g pensions because of changes 

m the tum”g of liab&ties. The ~m~cture of a pension fund’s habd&s vares depenhg on the maturity of the fwd and 
changes in the level of compensation of pension-plan parbapants and can be modeled beforehand. Also, it IS more 
important for pensmn fund managers than for short-term investors to consrder such changes because the dme hortzon 
for penSon funds 1s typIcally very long. 

For these reasons, a dynamx model of pensm” fund asset/habxlity management 1s very slgmfxant. One such model LS 
the one developed by Prof. Suresh Sundaresan and introduced brefly L” the previous sectlon. 

II-2 Relationship ofpension fundassefs/liabilities 11-3 Pension liabiliries exceed assets 

S”@.lS 
funds 

Source. Nomura 

Required 
re*erve* L Distnbulions 

Source Nomura 
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III. The Sundaresan model 

The Sundaresan model IS a dynamic one that seeks the optunal asset allocation for a defined-benefit pensmn plan, 
based on changes in the pensxm fund’s Lablhhes as the fund becomes more mature. 

I. The assumptions of the model 

The Sundaresan model 1s based on several assumptions. 

a A simplified pension p/an Employees become ehglble to jam the penslon plan when they are hlred and upon 
renrement they recewe then pensmns as lump-sum payments, the amounts of whch are based on their levels of 
past compensatmn. The Sundaresan model seeks the optimal asset allocation based on the ages of the plan par& 
pants Under this sunphfied model, tt 1s assumed that the plan 1s funded when an employee becomes a pamclpant 
under the plan. In other words, the model does not consider income from the contributions put mto the plan, a sum 
equal to the retirement benefits IS pald m at once when an employee lams the plan. Exhibit III-1 provides an outhne 
of the slmphfied model. Employees become partupants m the plan when they are hued, at the age of 20, at which 
time companies pay m the present value of the entire amount of the employees’ retirement benefits. Then when 
employees retxe at the age of 60, their retirement benefits are pald out of these funds. 

b. Only IWO aset claw Pension assets are mvested in stocks and bonds only. Stocks correspond to r&y assets and 
bonds to risk-free assets The yield on bonds LS set for the duration of the model, so there s no distmchon between 
shoe- and long-tern bonds 

L. A perfecl correlation between wages and stock prices. The model awme~ a perfect c~~relat~~n between wages and 
stock prices. Although dus assumption IS not realistic, changes in stock prxes reflect the productwlty of compa- 
nies and changes m wages also reflect the productivity of compames. In the Sundaresan model, wages and stock 
prices are treated as random variables that e&bit Browuan motion and have a correlation coefficient of 1. 

Ill- 1. Change in pension fund assets for one emp/oyee 
under Sundaresan model’s simplified plan 
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2. A model of the liabilities structure 

Two methods for calculatmg pensmn liabilities are accumulated benefit obhgatlons (ABO) and projected benefit obh- 
gatmns (PBO). Whereas ABO LS the present value of future pens,on benefit obhgations based on current wage levels, 
PBO IS based on an estmute of wage mcreases up until retuement. Because ABO does not factor in wage mcreases. 
it is typically a smaller amount than PBO and underestimates the true pensxon benefit obhgations. For risk management 
purposes, then, PBO IS the preferred estunate of pensron habihbes. 
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The Sundaresan model bases the structure of penston habilexs on PBO Like the percentage change m stock pr,ces, 
the percentage change in wages 1s random, and so the present value of penston Lablhhes can br derwed from option 
theory Hence, P(t), or the value of the pension ltab&ty when an employee 1s at age t, IS as follows 

P(t) = PBO(t) = ABO(t) + incremental PBO(t) 

The first term on the rcght side of the equation corresponds to ABO, which 1s mdependent of changes m wages. The 
second term represents the &fference between PBO and ABO and 1s the portion of the future beneht obhgabons 
stemmmg from expected fuuture mcreases m wages. Thus, the estimate of the mcremental PRO changes as wages 
change. E&be III-2 shows a typxal sample path based on a calculation of the habihty amount as a random variable. 
The exhbn shows the change in the pension hability for an employee from the ages of 20 to 60 ABO as a percentage 
of the total penszon Labihty mueases as the employee approaches the retxement age of 60, since ABO 1s the portion 
of the Iiabihty determined at that time, wthout any conslderatlon of future wage increases. The rncremental PBO as a 
percentage of the total liabihty, meanwhde, decreases toward retuement age smce PBO LS the poraon that accounts for 
future wage increases. At retirement, the incremental PBO is zero, since the penslon amount IS completely fixed. 

M-2. Change in pension /iabi/ity for one employee with liability amount 
calculated as a random variable 
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3. Optimalpensionfundarsetollocatiion 
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In the prev,ous subsection, the value of the pewon habdq for an employee at age t was ewmated The surplus at age 
t is defined as pension fund asxts less Pensum habllties at time t The optimal asset allocation 1s the one that 
maxtizes the ultimate surplus, at the least, the asset allocauon should be mamtarned such that the surplus does not 
turn into a dehur during the mvestment period. With a focus on surpluses, a portfollo that considers the st~cture of 
pensron habllihes can be constructed. 

In the Sundaresan model, the variable for the utihty function 1s the surplus L%l~en the surplus IS posltwr, the utihty 
function IS the type of function shown ,n Exh,b,t 111.3; the hrgher the surplus, the h,gher the ut,Lty In addlhon, as the 
surplus approaches zero, the u&y approaches zero (when y=l ,t IS negatwe mfmq). Thus, the Sundaresan model 1s 
slmdar to portfoho msurance, wth the floor for the surplus set at zero. 

M-3. Uti/ity furtction 

Surplus (S) 
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To analytically amve at the pension fund asset allocabon wth the maxunum expected uhltty, Metton’s contmuous-tune 
optumzat~on method IS used The optimal asset allocation at an employee’s age t can thus be described as the sum of 
a surplus portfoho at tune t and a hedge portfoko at tune t: 

Optimal asset allocation (t) = surplus portfolio (t) + hedge portfolIo (t) 

These two portfolios each have a component that hedges agamst changes m the pension LablLty and a component that 
corresponds to the surplus amount The surplus porhon IS managed using the conventional opamal allocabon that 
considers only assets and not the unpact of the pens~on liabthty on the optunal allocation. On the other hand, the 
portion that hedges against changes m the pension habikty is managed so that the pension fund assets change m line 
wth the value of the pensron Lability 

Based on Exhibit 1114, we explam the two types of portfohos as follows 

The surplus portfolio The amount of ths pomon allocated to stocks IS determmed on the basrt of nsk tolerance, since 
penston ltablbtles do not have to be considered. 

The hedge portfolio. This portion hedges agamst changes m pensmn habllitles These hablllties consnt of an ABO 
component and an incremental-PBO component, so the hedge portfolio can be regarded as having two parts: 

The Al30 component: Since ABO IS a set amount not affected by changes m wages, the portion of the portfobo for 
mectmg ABO can be invested enhrely in bonds 

The incrementa/-PBO component The increment&PBO amount changes depending on the me m wage levels, so the 
me in pensmn habihws can be met by mvesting a certain proporhon m stocks, in lme wah the company’s earnings 

With the Sundaresan model, therefore, risk assets that need to be held are divided into a surplus portion and a 
pension-duplication portion. However, this result reqmres the bold assumption that stock prices and pension liablli- 
0.5 move together in perfect correlation 

In the followng sccuon of thu paper, we discuss our slmulanons usmg the Sundaresan model and compare the model 
wth a static model. We conclude that the Sundaresan model 1s still valid even if we tiy to create more realistic 
conditions by relaxmg some of the orlgmal assumptions. 

I/M. Breakdown of pension fund assets 

Surplus 

Surplus portfolio (stocks + bonds) 

PensIon assets Penvon liabilltles 
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IV. Slmulrtlons to verify the Sundaresan model 

The Sundaresan model IS based on the assumpuon of a perfect posrwe correlauon between wages and stock Prres. 
But because this assumption does not hold m reality, portfohos generated by the model are not guaranteed to be the 
optunal ones. In thn section, we use slmulauons to compare the mveshnent performance of portfohos based on the 
Sundaresan model and those based on a convenaonal static model 

I. Simulation methodology 

The key characterlstx of the Sundaresan model 1s that It optlmxzes asset allocation based on changes m penston 
hablhues. Consldermg this pow, we conducted Monte Carlo sunulatlons of the model under the followng condo. 
t1ons: 

* The mvestment horizon was set at 40 years, from the date of hire at the age of 20 to cebrement at 60 The sun&ho” 
was of a simphfied Pensmn plan. 

* Income from contributions was not consldered. The amount of the future pension benefit was considered pad us 
when the employee was at the age of 20, so that the imaal surplus was zero 

To generate the ophmal asset allocahon, the Sundaresan model assumes, as noted earher, that wages and stock prices 
are perfectly positively correlated We also did a simulation of more realisnc conditions by elunmatmg this assump- 
“on and then mvestlng based on the opttmal allocation generated by the model. Spec~tically, m addmon to domg a 
simulation using a correlation coeffaent (rho) foor wages and stock prices of 1, we also ran a sunulahon usmg a 
corre~ahon coeffclent of 0. When rho was not equal to 1, the hedge portfoho was unable to completely hedge agamst 
changes in pension Irabthtxs, resulting m a negative surplus. In these cases, we used an asset allocahon that resulted 
I” a surplus of zero 

Other assumptions we used m the simulations were as follows: 

* Stocks. annual returns 6.5%, risk 19.8% 

* Bonds: annual yield 4% 

* Monte Carlo sunulauon frequency: 1,000 tmes each for the correlahon coefficients for wages and stock pr,ces of 0 
and 1. 

2. AQ~picalsomplepa~h 

We thus ran the sunulatlon 6,000 tunes for a sunphfied pensmn plan. Here we look at a typical sample path 

Fust, Exlublt IV-1 shows the clawc change m the stock allocation over txme when the correlabon coefficent IS 0 The 
stock allocatIon dechnes as retmment approaches because the mcremental PBO sh rm k s under the Sundaresan model. 
If the surplus IS negative, the stock allocahon at the age of 60 1s zero. In contrast, under a static model, the stock 
alkxatlon is fixed for the entire MR honzon. 

W-1. Change in allocation to stocks (rho = 0) 
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Exhlbm IVY? and IV-3 show the changes m pencrm fund assets and hablhbes over hme for the same sample In Erhlb,t 
IV-2, rho IS 1 and penson fund assets and l,abll,t,es move u, lock step The mxbal surplus IS zero and assets and hab,Ltxs 
are perfectly hedged. In Exhlblt IV-3, rho IS 0 and thus movements “1 wages and stock prxces are completely unrelated 
In this case. penston hablhtvzs exceed pensmn fund assets at the tune of retuement, resulting m an underfunded plan 

W-2. Change in pension fund assets (rho = 1) 
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W-3. Change in pension fund assets (rho = 0) 
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?. Companmn with a static model 

We compared the Sundaresan model wth a static model on the bats of theu expected uhhhes. The utihty funcbon 
must first be defined, but m the case of a negatwe surplus under the Sundaresan model, the utility hmctlon IS not 
defmed. Instead, we used a utlhty functmn combmmg a nonhnear fimchon and a straight hne extended from the pant 
at whxh the sucplus IS close to zero (Exhlbrt 111.4) 

/V-4. Uti/ity function 
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Based o*> ‘~1s uultty funchon, we calculated the expected utihty E(U) as the average utility generated by the 3,000 
Monte iarlo sunulation rims we &d for each of the values of rho-0 and l-for wages and stock pr,ces For the static 
model, we calculated the expected uhhty usmg stock allocations from 0% to 100%. 

We thus define the change III expected udq, delta E(U), as follows 

delta E(Cq = E(U) stahc model E(U) Sundaresan model 

When delta E(U) IS less than zero, the expected utllq of the Sundaresan model IS greater, and when delta E(U) 1s 
greater than zero, the expected uhlity of the static model IS higher When the cotrelatlon coefficient of wages and stock 
prxes was set at 1, the expected u&y of each model and delta E(U) were as show m Exhlblts IV-5 and IV-6. The X 
axis of the graphs IS the stock allocation of the statrc model; for any stock allocatmn value, delta E(U) was less than 
zero. We next calculated delta E(U) when the correlation coefficient was set at 0 As shown m Erhiblt IV-7, for any 
stock allocation value between 0% and loo%, delta E(U) was less than zero For a correlation coefticlent of 1 or 0 and 

a utJq function as shown m Exhblt IV-4, the Sundaresan model had a higher expected u&y than a stabc model. 
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W-5. Expected utilities oflhe two models 

W-6. Della E(U) (rho = 1) 
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IV-7. Delta E(U) (rho = 0) 
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V. Conclusion 

When nee& change over tmx, asset management based on a convenhonal statx model 1s not necessardy the opumal 
approach, parucularly m the case of pension funds. The optunal pewon fond asset allocation model rnrroduced in this 
paper, developed by Prof. Sundaresan, IS a dynamic one for figurmng out the oprrnal stock allocation as PBO changes 
owr tlnx 

However, one of the core assumptions of the model IS that wages and stock prices are perfectly posmvely correlated. 
In this paper, we used a Monte Carlo sunulatxm to show that the Sundaresan model IS valid even without this 
assumption of a perfect positive correlahon between wages and stock prices. We found that the expected u&y of the 
model is always high, no matter what the assumed correlation between wages and stock prxes. 

Although some aspects of the Sundaresan model stdl need work-such as the model of asset returns and the simplified 
habdibes stmcturc--lt IS slgmficant m that It addresses the biggest weakness of convenbonal asset management models, 
namely, a fallure to dynamically incorporate changes m penslo” habdlties. Such a dynarmc approach to asset allocation 
is hkely to become unportant m Japan as well. 
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